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solo accordion project

live improvisations

October z99,0
gDays of deep concern0 I asked the technician of the Iceland National Studio
xReykjavikw to start recording and to be by myself0 My accordion started
creating sounds that I had never heard before0g
The solo Accordion Project explores improvisation of an acoustic accordion
with the use of digital multi2effects and loopers0 gLive improvisationsg is an
album that collects recordings from live concert improvisations taking place
between november z998 and march G:z:0 It is the closure of the triptych of
the SAP with the first two Cds: Improvvisazioni Guidate xVAPz::w and Storie
di Fisarmonica Vissuta xVAPz:zw recorded in the studio0 The audio quality is
not perfect8 but the intensity of the glive performanceg remains unchanged0
When I played live I always used headsets and I would recommend to use
them while listening0 All tracks are marked with the word IG gImprovisation
Guidedg and the related indications for each track0

IG gSharkM ' g”pril PWU z33PU 7lub Il Nome della RosaU GiulianovaU T-M
It takes its name from the internal patternU with frequent references to the eponymous film' Song full of
moodsU with a final choral particularly accomplished'
IG gMostroM ' gMay 5U z33OU 7ircolo UnicreditU VeronaM
It presents numerous digital effects and a loop of very effectively repeated notes' The sequence of minor
chords is quite intresting togheter with the strong contrast to the dissonances in the background'
IG gVento 7almoM ' g”pril zzU z33OU ITIS ”uditoriumU Sala 7onsilinaU SalernoM
Itys a light melody with calm paceU similar to the evening hot wind of summer evenings where I live'
IG gRadioM ' gJanuary zFU z3P3U Pescarabruzzo FondazioneU PescaraM
In this concert I had a lot of time to check the sound' The performance describes the empty hall with my
accordion improvising freely on new sounds' While I was listening to it I decided to call the soundtrack in
such a way that would evoke the potentiometers of old radio frequency modulation'
IG gLinesM ' gFebruary PU z33PU Teatro 7entraleU OstiaU RomaM
The lines are the words that I think adequately describes improvisation'
IG gSaltarèM ' gFebruary PU z33PU Teatro 7entraleU OstiaU RomaM
This track was inspired by the Saltarello which is a typical dance from central Italy'
IG gUnheard WordsM ' gNovember PLU P999U 7aisterU UKM
There is a feeling of not listening on this trackU at the same time we can clearly feel the presence of an
unprepared audience at the time of my improvising'
IG gBistortionsM ' g”pril zzU z33OU ITIS ”uditoriumU Sala 7onsilinaU SalernoM
The word tdistortiont does not necessarily indicate a decay of the modified materialD sometimes it is only
a different point of view'

IG gVociM ' gFebruary PU z33PU Teatro 7entraleU OstiaU RomaM
High notes of a musical instrument have always evoked distant and mysterious charms in my
imagination' In this track the voices constantly change referring to the similar fragments'
IG g”riaM ' g”pril zWU z33PU 7remona JazzM
This melody comes out so easily so that the notes can emerge and roam in the airU despite the annoying
noise of the jazz club background'
IG gOnde MosseM ' g”pril zWU z33PU 7remona JazzM
This is the improvisation in “crescendo”U interesting for the continuous vibrato and tremolo that create
a deep and intense anxiety'
IG gFree TangoM ' gNovember zèU P995U Villa 7omunaleU Roseto degli ”bruzziU T-M
The tango is an extreme and intense music style' It is often enough to fix a minor chordU a gait to
milonga and a few other notes'
IG gTicksM ' gFebruary PU z33PU Teatro 7entraleU OstiaU RomaM
There are one hundred beats per minuteU and the wish to create melodies with rhythm'
IG gFilmM ' gSeptember zOU z33èU Matita Film FestivalU GuardiagreleU 7hietiM
Taken from the concert at which I created a combination of music and a silent movie' The recording was
damagedU so many parts of it have been deletedD nevertheless it is the longest track of the album' There
appear some new elements in this track in comparison to the rest of the album' This is because there
was not only my idea to look for the tnewtU but also some images stimulating my creativity'
IG gSi Sol ReM ' g”pril 9U z33OU 7onservatorio 7astelfranco VenetoU TrevisoM
”t the Frd encoreU I asked the public to offer me three notesU which I would use to improvise a melody'
In this caseU the notes were xVGVB with not only melodic alterations but also harmonic improvisations'

